Peace and Prosperity Queen D

This is a taboo subject. I say there are multitudes in existence. The information You received is true but,
incomplete. It's less of where you go and more of what you build. Life is continuous. Energy can neither be
created nor destroyed, it's simply transformed. Man goes on to greater heights and more experiences. Heaven
is not a place, it is a condition. The same applies for Hell. How one lives determines the condition of Life. It is a
well kept secret to Man's fate but, now revealed to You for You have sought Truth and are ready to receive.
Ancient Masters of creation; people refer to them as Gods or God – which is adequate. From an age before
Time, Preeminent Consciousness was and energy was. Once PCon wedded energy so, began actualizing
Motion of Thought and Thought became substance. Each Thought grew in size and strength. Some of these
became Forces and others became Characters. The Soul is a constitution of characteristics You have
harvested throughout Your travels. An abundance of Light (intelligence) goes into constructing Your Soul. The
Law established by Forces are completely nonbias and impartial to Will which is used by You as an engine to
propel Yourself on Your many journeys. Will is not what Webster has define as choice but, instead it is an
agent to Manifest. Man is Manifest and Man's Will causes him to Be. Will has no purpose because Will does
not Think. Man has purpose and Man has Will. There is no Will without Man. The Power is in You and You use
Will to accomplish Your goals. This brings Us to the infamous purgatory.
A dismal condition caused by a combination of ignorance, fear and disatisfaction. Man's Will is strong and by
the Law of Correspondence dido for Man's Ego. Your Ego is mischievous and deceptive capable of masking
itself as Your Will. Ego never lets go and is never satisfied. So, when it is time to pass form to transition into
the next Life, Ego fights like hell to no avail but, causes disaster for Your Life by leaving You in a confused
state, ie. purgatory. This purported Judgement is a corrective measurement programmed by YourSelf.
Something You didn't do, someone You Love that You don't wanna leave. That's why the Ego must be
Conquered otherwise, Your Ego will run You. You don't want that to be Your fate. You'll be sleep to the
Reasons of all things. [=_=] zzzzzzzz
The stories of old are True but, We have to fill the cast of characters with OurSelves. Be Master of YourSelf
and Your Universe. That is the teachings of Jesus who was born, died and ressurrected to show what You are
capable of. The next age of Man is perfection. We must build Ourselves up fortitude to progress on the next
level. The institutional religions have been detrimental to Life by withholding the Truth that would equip You
with the proper provisions to continue creation. Mastering the Mind is key in becoming Self. The majority never
do master Self so, they lose themselves. Thought travels at 24 billion miles per second. At this speed alot is
lost inbetween destinations. In one-hundred million years from today, You will not remember Your Self as
Detrice but You're planning today for Your name to come, just as You did a hundred million years ago for now.
Then You knew all I'm saying is True though, You never had to say it because You knew it and You focused
the speaking energy on creating and arranging all things seen. Think about the speed of Thought....it must
sure have a long distance to travel to require that type of speed. Now, keeping Your memory and essence
married is the goal. It is very difficult. That's why so, few can be called God. Once You achieve this feat then,
You are worthy to be called God or Goddess. This is what they did. Pretty simple!
I'm peace out for now.
Peace and Harmony always.
Rahim The Architect

